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Viruses: Biology, Application, and Control is a concise textbook for advanced undergraduate and

graduate students covering the essential aspects of virology included in biomedical science

courses. It is an updated and expanded version of David Harperâ€™s Molecular Virology, Second

Edition. Focusing on key mechanisms and developments, Viruses presents many new recent

scientific advances, including virus evolution, emerging infections, virus extinction, control of

infections, antiviral drugs, gene therapy, bacteriophage therapy, and diagnostics.  The first chapters

introduce the reader to the structure and nature of viruses, including their classification and

evolution. As viruses cause widespread and serious disease, the ensuing chapters explain how they

interact with the immune system and the different ways we try to defeat them: vaccines, antiviral

drugs, and immunotherapy. Laboratory methods for viral detection and laboratory diagnosis are also

covered. While viruses do cause disease, many do not, and their special biology means they can

have beneficial uses, and this aspect of viruses is emphasized. One of the most interesting areas in

virology, given extensive coverage here, is how new viruses emerge and establish themselves. 

Viruses: Biology, Application, and Control is a rigorous treatment of the molecular side of virology

and its conceptual approach makes it an essential text for students and non-specialists.
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"...this is a recommended book for undergraduates studying virology and would provide a good

source material for a lecture series on the topic." - Immunology News



Not very detailed at all. I am VERY surprised this book is being used in a graduate course.

Personally, I couldn't see this being used in any biology (major) undergraduate course either. I've

seen more detail of viruses in terms of replication and virulence in molecular biology books than

what I've seen in this.

Good conditionBought it when it was on sele

For decades I've been waiting for the perfect intro to viruses and now it's here! Several authors and

publishers have attempted this on the introductory/undergrad level, but no one has ever really

succeeded.Harper's strengths: clear nontechnical language, concise and compact format,

beautifully illustrated, appealing layout, current facts, study questions, internet sources, Appendix I:

replication cycles/strategies of major virus families, perfect for reference and visual learning!

Appendix II: viral drugs in tabular form including names, target, mode of action, formulas - a

combined textbook and reference.All in all, an excellent didactical approach - great job by author

and publisher! TCH Cole, Heidelberg
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